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Subjectivist honoured
Y ANY measure, the performance of Subjectivist in

the Gold Cup at Royal Ascot in June was the

highlight of Johnston Racing’s 2021 season.

So we’re delighted to report that Dr Jim Walker’s

outstanding stayer  has been honoured in two end-of-season

reviews by important concerns within racing.

Timeform named him as their Champion Stayer, and he

was short-listed for the same title in the Cartier Horse

Racing Awards.

The four-year-old, sadly now retired through injury, was

given a 130 rating by Timeform, who said:  ‘He’s right up

there with the best modern stayers judged on his Ascot

performance.’

And in their detailed review of Champions Day they said

that Subjectivist’s Gold Cup run ‘remains the standout

performance in the division this season’.

The Cartier Horse Racing Awards have, since 1991,

sought to recognise excellence in horse racing. There are a

number of categories, one of which honours the Stayer of

the Year. It’s an award which was won by the yard in 1995,

when Double Trigger took the prize having landed not only

the Gold Cup, but also the Goodwood and Doncaster Cups

too.

This year, Subjectivist was among the final nominations

along with Hurricane Lane, Stradivarius and Trueshan; in

the event, the winner of the award was Trueshan, all of

whose wins were achieved on soft ground.

In reflecting on Subjectivist’s Gold Cup win, it’s

important to look back at expectations for the son of Teofilo

at the start of the year. ‘We thought in the winter that

Subjectivist was so much on the up,’ recalled Mark

Johnston. 

‘He won in France last season on heavy ground and

people were thinking he needed heavy ground to excel. But

then he went on to Dubai and that was the big question

mark - could he go on fast ground? That was the

performance of his life.’

‘We had a scare just after the Dubai race, and he missed

quite a bit of work after that. When he came home, he had

scans at Newmarket, so he had lots of time off. Then, in

Middleham, just days before the Gold Cup, he skinned both

knees and one hock in a fall on the way to the gallops.’ 

N those circumstances, Subjectivist’s scintillating

performance at Ascot was all the more remarkable, and

his subsequent injury all the more disappointing!
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